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	The Handbook of Contraception: A Guide for Practical Management (Current Clinical Practice), 9781588295996 (1588295990), Humana Press, 2006

	I opened my series editor manuscript of The Handbook of Contraception: A Guide for Practical Management, edited by Drs. Donna Shoupe and Siri Kjos, on a tiny plane on the way to giving a lecture in Albany, NY. I expected to peruse the ma- script, and found that I could not put it down. The Handbook of Contraception: A Guide for Practical Management is an incredibly informative and enjoyable read. In keeping with the objective of this series for primary care clinicians, there is a quality in this title that is uncommon among medical textbooks. The chapters of this book are written with extraordinary intelligence and und- standing, and with attention to practical considerations in the selection and mana- ment of contraceptive options. The authors have reviewed the science behind contraception, including the chemical structure and effects of hormonal contraception, physiology of contraception, efficacy rates, and side effects, as well as the practical considerations that are relevant in helping patients choose between different cont- ceptive options. They do this with a clarity of language and intent that lets the book cover with sufficient detail the full range of questions that any primary care clinician will have regarding any of the traditional or new contraceptive options. Also included in each chapter is a section on “counseling tips,” which explicitly answers many of the questions that clinicians and their patients often have when discussing contraceptive options. For a book so useful and well done, the editors and authors deserve our thanks.
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Robotics: Designing the Mechanisms for Automated MachineryAcademic Press, 1999
Robotics, Second Edition is an essential addition to the toolbox of any engineer or hobbyist involved in the design of any type of robot or automated mechanical system. It is the only book available that takes the reader through a step-by step design process in this rapidly advancing specialty area of machine design.
...

		

Non-Photorealistic Computer Graphics: Modeling, Rendering and AnimationMorgan Kaufmann, 2002
Even as developments in photorealistic computer graphics  continue to affect our work and leisure activities, practitioners and researchers are devoting more and more attention to non-photorealistic (NPR) techniques for generating images that appear to have been created by hand.  These efforts benefit every field in which illustrationsthanks to...

		

Instant Wireshark StarterPackt Publishing, 2013

	Wireshark is by far the most popular network traffic analyzing tool.


	It not only provides an interface for traffic capture but also provides a rich platform for an in-depth analysis of the traffic. The GUI provides a very user friendly and interactive media that simplifies the process of network forensics. This concise book...





	

Cardiovascular Regeneration Therapies Using Tissue Engineering ApproachesSpringer, 2005

	The cardiovascular system transports oxygen and nutrients to all parts of the body; therefore, any impediment to this system through, for example, a circulatory disorder, represents a serious threat to organs, tissues, and cells. Obstructive diseases of vessels with a diameter of more than 1 mm can be treated by conventional surgical and...


		

Software Quality Engineering : Testing, Quality Assurance, and Quantifiable ImprovementJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
The one resource needed to create reliable software
 
 This text offers a comprehensive and integrated approach to software quality engineering. By following the author's clear guidance, readers learn how to master the techniques to produce high-quality, reliable software, regardless of the software system's level of complexity.
 ...

		

Data Mining in Bioinformatics (Advanced Information and Knowledge Processing)Springer, 2004

	
		The aim of this book is to introduce the reader to some of the best
	
		techniques for data mining in bioinformatics in the hope that the reader
	
		will build on them to make new discoveries on his or her own. The
	
		book contains twelve chapters in four parts, namely, overview, sequence
	
		and structure alignment, biological...
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